Is Fall teasing us or is it really on our Doorstep?
Seriously, did I really need a sweatshirt the past couple of mornings?
For some of us here on the East Coast we are encountering the first signs of Fall on our doorstep.
With the changing of the seasons coming upon us we historically have often witnessed the changing of
the market seasons.
Yes, there are market seasons….
2 to be exact…
The Seasonally Strong and the Seasonally Weak markets.
Typically the Seasonally Strong markets occur between October through to May whereby the Seasonally
Weak typically goes from May through September.
You may have heard the old market adage “Sell in May and Go Away…..” My thoughts are that you’ve
got to come back to the markets at some point.
In my observations we see October as the beginning of such a run but not always a sure bet.
While the summer was fun and it was great spending time outdoors the markets, however, cooled down
and took a brief pause.
I’m thinking ahead as the calendar turns and in my view we are still in a market that is being supported
by the Federal Reserve and the Federal Government which could help for pushing stock prices higher.
If you are confused as to what to do with your portfolio I’m available for appointments most days from
1-3pm, feel free to email info@alphapointecap.com with name, date, and time for an introductory
conversation.
Take care and stay safe,
James Gibbons-Partner/PIM Portfolio Manager
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